BEER BY THE GLASS
Half Pints $3.50/$4
Pints $7-10
22oz Pints $10-12
Pitches $20-25

FLIGHTS & LARGE FORMAT
Sampler $2.50
Flight of Four $10
Eight $20
Crowler Cans $14-16
New Glass Growler $7
Growler Refill $28-$32

UBC BEER

UKIAH PILSNER
LIGHT 5.4% abv - IBU 30
The return of a longtime UBC favorite. Saaz Hops, Budejovice yeast. Light, crisp, and balanced.

WILLITS WIT
LIGHT 5.3% abv - IBU 30
Another return of a UBC staple. A classic Belgian style wheat beer made with orange peel and coriander. Spicy and crisp with aromas of banana and orange.

‘LIL QUEY QUEY LAGER
MEDIUM 5.4% abv - IBU 25
Our brewer’s take on an international classic. Crisp, dry, light, and refreshing, this original recipe is a toast to good friends and colleagues. Reliably crisp and dry, we use a high percentage of traditional flaked maize with a little Hallertau Blanc late addition hops thrown in for a new twist.

PALACE PORTER
MEDIUM 6.0% abv - IBU 26
The caramel, munich, and chocolate malts are in focus here for this English style porter. Cascade hops. White Labs English Ale yeast.

NOYO HARBOR NEIPA
HAZY N HOPPY 7.2% abv - IBU 45
UBC’s first New England-style hazy IPA. Simcoe, Mosaic, and Belma hops. Imperial Juice yeast. Intense citrus and melon aromas lead to a pillow & juicy mouthfeel.

ORR SPRINGS IPA
HOPPY 6.5% abv - IBU 55

COLD IPA
HOPPY 7.3% abv - IBU 53

UKIAH FARMHOUSE STRONG ALE
CELLAR RELEASE - HEAVY 9.1% abv - IBU 34
A tribute to local ingredients. Co-fermented with Ukiah valley Petite Sirah grapes. Wild Ukiah and Belgian ale yeast. Lovers Lane Farm wildflower honey, aged Potter Valley Chinook hops. We held back a portion of this beer and tank conditioned it for 1 year.

GUEST BREWERS

GOWAN’S HEIRLOOM CIDER
LIGHT $8
6.8% abv - IBU N/A
Local Macintosh apples. Aromatic & floral with notes of pineapple & citrus. Boonville, CA.

NEW GLORY GUMMY WORMS PALE ALE
HOPPY $8
5.8% abv - IBU N/A

BOTTLES & CANS

ORVAL TRAPPIST ALE
HOPPY 6.6% abv - IBU 32
FACITON SAISON DE ALAMEDA
MEDIUM 6.1%abv – IBU N/A
LAGUNITAS IPNA
LIGHT .5% abv

and just clap your hands